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Dear EBA members and partners,
First of all, I would like to express
my sincere gratitude to the
distinguished members and loyal
partners of the EBA as the driving
force of the association. Your trust
and confidence in us accelerate our
motivation to promote European
business and economic interests in
Georgia and to continue working
hard towards our shared mission –
‘doing business in Georgia to be the
same as doing business in Europe.
The impact of the pandemic and its consequences are felt di�erently depending on the
specificities of particular business areas but there is no doubt that pandemic had devastating
e�ect on business sector in general. One should adopt the new reality or recover its
capabilities, there is a need for cooperation and coordinated action. Therefore, global crisis
once again highlighted importance and the need for strong, powerful and result-oriented
business associations. Together we are stronger and that is our advantage. According to the
National Statistics O�ce of Georgia there was quite positive dynamics in terms of GDP
growth and export/import throughout last, what gives us another positive signal. One of
EBAs goals is to promote exports from Georgia to Europe under the framework of DCFTA.
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The impact of the pandemic and its consequences are felt di�erently depending on the
specificities of particular business areas but there is no doubt that the pandemic had a devastating e�ect on the busi-
ness sector in general. One should adopt the new reality  and recover its  capabilities, there is a need for cooperation 
and coordinated action. Therefore, the global crisis once again highlighted the importance and the need for a strong, 
powerful and result-oriented business association. Together we are stronger and that is our advantage

According to the National Statistics O�ce of Georgia there was quite positive dynamics in
terms of GDP growth and export/import throughout last, what gives us another positive
signal. One of EBAs goals is to promote exports from Georgia to Europe under the
framework of DCFTA.. 
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Mission of the EBA – Supporting European Bu-
sinesses in Georgia; To advocate for European 
Businesses in Georgia and to facilitate the
development of trade and investment between 
Georgia and Europe

Vission of the EBA – Doing Business in Georgia 
will be the same as doing business in
Europe.

The European Business Association managed to adapt to the new reality in the fastest
possible time and to continue providing services tailored to the needs and
expectations of its members. Currently the EBA has more than 100 active members,
including large companies as well as small and medium-size enterprises (SMEs). 
We are proud to have gained new members even in these  tough times. The Development of  
EBAYouth and new grant projects can be named as additional highlights of the year. 

 EBAYouth already brings together member/non-member companies of EBA to work on joint
 initiatives of particular interest to young people including education, employment and the 
 environment and it will be a key player in the policy making process associated with PPD activities.

Currently our Association is working on two di�erent major grant projects:
“Promoting European Business and Economic Interests in Georgia”, funded by the European Union 
and ‘Economic Policy and Reforms Bootcamp’ funded by the Economic Governance Program, USAID. 

I am therefore convinced that the EBA will continue to create long-term and sustainable value for 
its members, partner organizations and business community.

John Braeckeveldt, Chairman of the European Business Association
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EBA PROJECTS
‘Advocating European Business and Economic Interests in Georgia funded by the EU’
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Following the call for expression of interest “Promoting European business and economic
interests in Georgia” of 4 March, the EU announced that the European Business Association
Georgia was the organization that submitted the winning project.

The project aims at encouraging coordinated and pro-active actions of business, support the
implementation of the Association Agreement and the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade
Area (DCFTA) and, pursue the EU’s economic diplomacy interests.  In particular, objectives
are:

·     Strengthening business relations between the European Union and Georgia, in
particular as regards the elimination of obstacles to business;
·     Promoting fair, open and long-term relationships between business,
customers/beneficiaries and the authorities;
·     Establishing a key interlocutor to the EU Delegation, the EEAS and European
Commission, also relaying the views of other existing business organisations (general
/ sectoral / bilateral), and for Member States’ embassies, notably those with no
bilateral chamber of commerce in Georgia.
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‘Economic Policy and Reforms
 Bootcamp funded by the EGP, USAID’

The EU Ambassador to Georgia Mr. Carl Hartzell said:
“Let me warmly congratulate EBA Georgia for their hard work and strong proposal, which
led them to win this call! I look forward to our common work in the years ahead. A big thanks
to all the applicants for their interest and the quality of their proposals. I encourage these
applicants and other relevant organisations to seize the opportunity of upcoming invitations
from EBA Georgia and to work together towards the creation of an inclusive platform. We
look forward to your contribution to the project’s implementation, in the interest of European
businesses and EU-Georgia economic interests.”
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THE USAID ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE PROGRAM
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With the support of the USAID Economic
Governance Program, EBA will start a new
project for youth which will be related to the
economic empowerment of young people and
raising awareness on economic reforms and
decision-making. Under the project EBA will
develop and conduct the Economic Policy and
Reforms Boot Camp for Georgian students.

The Boot Camp project aims to educate youth
on new professions emerging from economic policy reforms. The project aims to design and
implement activities aimed at raising the expertise of youth on economic policy-making
process and advocacy.
Professions that are less known and popular among youth but o�er a huge range of jobs and
career paths. For example, the labor safety reform has increased the demand for labor safety
o�cers, and recent reform of the insolvency system has triggered the need for the
development of new insolvency practitioner professionals.

The EBA will sign the Memorandum of Understanding with its member companies who
express the interest to join the initiative and o�er students internship at their companies. They
will be given access to the database of bootcampers. Therefore, all the successful graduates of
the project will be given internship opportunity either at the EBA or one of its member
companies.

THE EBA EVENTS
‘Black Sea Connectivity Talks’

The EBA team and the EBAYouth Board members participated in 'Black 
Sea Connectivity Talks' held in Batumi. Participants discussed the future 
of the Black Sea and the potential for better connections between the 
EU and Georgia . 

Lawrence Meredith, Ambassador Carl Hartzell, Maciej Czura from Euro-
pean Investment Bank - South Caucasus, Catarina Hansen from the Eu-
ropean Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and Sebas-
tian Molineus from the World Bank spoke with local youth and young 
entrepreneurs. 



PPD on Public Procurement - Czech Embassy’

The panel was moderated by Mr. Sandros
Charalampopoulos, Advisory Board Member of the
EBA. The “Black Sea Connectivity Talks” were based on
the EU’s Economic and Investment Plan for Georgia,
revolving around transport, digital and environment
related issues.

The EBA, in coalition with the Infrastructure Constructor Companies’ Association, presented
a joint document Remarks and Positions on the Draft Law on Public Procurement in
compliance with the EU Directive #2014/24/EC, 2004/18/ EC. The hybrid event was hosted
by the Embassy of the Czech Republic in Georgia. The meeting was opened by Czech
Ambassador Petr Mikiska. Welcoming remarks were made by the Chairmen of the Boards of
EBA and ICCA, John Braeckeveldt and Zviad Toidze.
Government Tenders and Public Procurement issues are one of the challenging topics
identified by EBA members. Therefore, the document presented contains the remarks and
positions developed by the Association, based on the opinions of member companies and
with the involvement of an international expert. The document was provided to the
Government and the Parliament of Georgia. The document has been developed through the
help of the “To Do Club” and with the strong support of CIPE (Center for International
Private Enterprises).
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‘Co�ee Morning with the EU Ambassador’ 
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Members of the European Business Association met with EU Ambassador Carl Hartzell to discuss impor-
tant business issues, including digitalization, development, public procurement and export opportuni-
ties created by the DCFTA. 

According to John Braeckeveldt, the Chairman of the EBA, business sector faces challenges and such 
meetings will become permanent in order to strengthen European business in Georgia.

CARL HARTZELL: 

The event was organized by the European Business Association within the framework of the
project “Promoting European business and economic interests in Georgia’ Supported by the
European Union.

“I was pleased to receive an invitation from the European Business Association 
to kick o� their new project - promoting European business and economic inte-
rests in Georgia. It provided the opportunity to speak openly with businesses 
operating in Georgia about their needs and challenges, EU activities in di�erent 
fields, including developments on connectivity and the digital space, which will 
open doors to more markets. I look forward to continued cooperation and 
future engagement.”     



Meeting with the European Commissioner 
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European Commissioner for Neighbourhood and Enlargement, Olivér Várhelyi met business
and youth representatives in Tbilisi. The meeting was moderated by the Chair of the EBA
John Braeckeveldt. Ten members of the association attended the event. EBAYouth Board
member Rati Gholijashvili participated as a panellist

The Commissioner highlighted the EU’s new Economic and Investment Plan for Georgia and
the region. The plan will for example support transport connections across the Black Sea,
including direct ferry lines linking Georgia with the EU. He also discussed challenges and
opportunities facing Georgian business and youth. The topic was of the interest of EBA, as
youth empowerment is one of the key priorities for the association.

“I was pleased to receive an invitation from the European Business Association 
to kick o� their new project - promoting European business and economic inte-
rests in Georgia. It provided the opportunity to speak openly with businesses 
operating in Georgia about their needs and challenges, EU activities in di�erent 
fields, including developments on connectivity and the digital space, which will 
open doors to more markets. I look forward to continued cooperation and 
future engagement.”     



‘Defining the AI Strategy for Georgia’ 

‘The EBA Pre-Christmas Event’ 
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The EBA together with  Neiron AI
organized a Roundtable on Defining the
Artificial Intelligence Strategy for Georgia,
attended by  information technology
companies and key international and local
experts.

The event had three main objectives: to raise
awareness around Artificial Intelligence in the
business community, to facilitate the
approximation of Georgian legislation within
EU frameworks and to define a Georgian
Strategy for AI &amp Robotics.

The event was organized by the European
Business Association within the framework of
the project “Promoting European business and
economic interests in Georgia” supported by
the European Union, in cooperation with
Swedish Embassy, EBRD, Neiron AI and
NVIDIA.

The European Business Association hosted 
a Pre-Christmas Event attended by the 
members of the association, partner organizations 
and diplomatic corps.  
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EBA YOUTH
EBAYouth o�cial launch and the first Board Meeting

The event started with a annual brief reporting and progress
check update on the EU and the USAID grant projects by the
EBA executive team, followed by the introduction of newly
joined members of the Association.

The second half of the event was dedicated to informal
communications and networking.

The event was organized in full accordance with current
COVID-19 regulations declared by the Government of Georgia.

The EBA o�cially launched the youth wing of the association. 
The first Board Meeting of EBAYouth held at Radisson Blu Iveria 
Hotel, Tbilisi.

EBAYouth, brings together member/non-member companies of 
EBA to work on joint initiatives of particular interest to young 
people including education, employment and the environment.

The EBAYouth board, consists of young managers of the sixteen 
member companies of the association and will be a key player 
in the policy making process associated with PPD activities. 

 



‘Girls for Change” – joint project of the EBA and 
the Economic Governance Program, USAID 

 

EBAYouth Second Board Meeting and Board Elections 
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The EBA together with the Economic Governance Program by USAID 
launched “Girls for Change,” an initiative to help young women build 
careers in the business sector.

USAID/Georgia Acting Mission Director Laura Berger spoke at the 
event, remarking that “the 30 participants will learn from current 
leaders in business and diplomacy - women who are smashing 
stereotypes and contributing to a more gender-equal society. They will 
gain useful knowledge, confidence, and experience as they embark 
on their professional careers.”

EBAYouth Vision - “Youth Leads European Values in Georgia” 

The Second EBA Youth Board Meeting hosted by ProCredit Bank, board 
members elected the Chair and Vice Chair and agreed on active future 
steps.

Nana Goguadze representative of EY Georgia was elected as the first 
Chair of the EBA
Youth Board. Giorgi Tuskia Commercial Director of Orient Logic elected 
to the position of vice-chair of the board.
vice-chair of the board.
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SUMMER SCHOOL ON ECONOMIC 
REFORMS AND ADVOCACY

The team o�cially started working with all youth board members in order to empower the
youth of Georgia and to make yet another valuable contribution into Georgia’s European
development.

According to the board members several committees will be established under the umbrella
of the EBAYouth. EBA  already has Sustainability and Legal Committees..

The European Business Association in partnership with the 
USAID Economic Governance Program, organized an annual 
youth project – “Online Summer School on Economic Reforms 
and Advocacy”.

The students had an opportunity to learn about the law-making 
process, get detailed information about ongoing reforms, and 
increase their knowledge on advocacy and its importance.
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THE EBA MEETINGS
EBA Meetings with the embassies

Successful graduates of the project were given the opportunity of paid internship at the EBA in
order to increase their knowledge and strengthen their practical business skills.

EBAYOUTH & EY JOINT CAREER PANEL 
The EBAYouth together with the its member 
EY Georgia organized an online career panel 
moderated by the Chair of the EBAYouth 
Board Nana Goguadze. Participants of the 
event had the opportunity to get information 
about the company directly from the mana-
ging team of the EY Georgia. 

The first part of the event was dedicated to 
the presentation about the company, fo-
llowed by the success stories of the EY team 
members and concluded with Q&A session.

At the beginning of 2021 the EBA Chairman John 
Braeckeveldt had a series of meetings
with representatives of European Embassies in Geor-
gia in order to discuss the economic
situation and business environment in the country as 
well as embassies’ plans for 2021 and
possible cooperation scenarios.

Meeting with Mr Nicola Iorio, the Italian Charge
d'affaires at the Italian Embassy

Meeting with the Ambassador of Estonia Mrs. Riina Kaljurand
and Mr. Margus Gering, Political & Economic Affairs
at the Embassy of Estoniay
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Online meeting with the Deputy Head of Mission 
of the British Embassy in Tbilisi - Clare Allbless.                                                  

Meeting with Sarune Kubiliute, Second Secretary, 
Embassy of the Republic of Lithuania

Meeting with Mr François-Henri Cloarek, 
the Head of the Economic Department for Georgia and Armenia

Meeting H.E. Petr Mikyska, Ambassador 
of the Czech Republic to Georgia

Meeting the Ambassador of Israel to Georgia – Ran Gidor Meeting with Dr Szabolcs Varga, Economic and Trade Counsellor,
Embassy of Hungary
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Meeting with the Chair of the Sector Economy and 
Economic Policy Committee of the Parliament of Georgia  

The EBA Meetings with Government/
Parliament Representatives  

Meeting with the Ambassador of Ireland to Georgia,
Martina Feeney

The EBA meeting with the Greek Deputy 
Foreign Affairs Minister Mr. Varvitsiotis

The CEO of EBA David Lee met the Chairman of the Parliament of Georgia Kakha Kuchava.

The parties discussed the challenges towards the business environment of the country in times of COVID 
19 pandemic, underlining the importance of cooperation under the framework of public-private dialogue
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Meeting with the Chairman of the
Georgian National Competition Agencys

The EBA Chair John Braeckeveldt met with the
Chair of the Sector Economy and Economic
Policy Committee of the Parliament of Georgia,
Mr. David Songhulashvili.
The discussion focused on Public Private
Dialogue Platforms in Georgia and the
involvement of businesses in policy-making
process, DCFTA-related challenges, the new
draft law of public procurement and the
E-commerce draft law

John Brackeveldt, Chairman of the European Business Association and Irakli Lekvinadze, 
Chairman of the Georgian National Competition Agency held a working meeting.

The parties discussed current and planned issues in the field of competition at a bilateral 
level and talked about the need to deepen ties.

The meeting focused on future perspectives and directions for improving the strategy of 
cooperation between the parties. Irakli Lekvinadze thanked John Braekeveldt for his sup-
port, for initiating the meeting and expressed readiness to be involved in the projects 
proposed by the President of the European Business Association, including the Young 
Entrepreneurs Support Platform.



EBA members meeting with the Chairman of the Parliament of Georgia
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EBA members meeting with Kakha Kuchava - the Chairman of the Parliament of Georgia
Parties highlighted the significance of closer cooperation and communication between the
government and private sector.
It is crucial for business associations to take an active part in legislative activities, especially
in fulfilling country’s obligations under the Association Agreement with the European Union.

TOPICS DISCUSSED:
Implementation of European Technologies in Local Markets;

Georgia - Good Destination for European Businesses;

Implementation of the Quality Control on Toys;

Development of Artificial Intelligence;

Testing, Inspection and Certification;

Mandatory Insurance for Motor Vehicles;

It was suggested by the chairman to organize meetings on a regular basis



Discussion on dra�t law of entrepreneurs at the Parliament of Georgia

Meeting with the Mayor of Kutaisi

Meeting with the Minister of 
Agriculture of Adjara

Nini Ushikishvili, EBA Legal and Policy
O�cer participated in the discussion on
the draft law on Entrepreneurs at the
Parliament of Georgia.

EBA has written a considerable library of
position papers on issues concerning our
members including E-commerce
legislation, procurement, and the DCFTA, (in conjunction with EBA Moldova and Ukraine).
Regular PPD round tables are another part of our strategy to fulfill the EBA Mission: “Doing
business in Georgian will be the same as doing business in Europe”.
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The CEO of EBA Mr. David Lee together with the
Founder of Neiron AI Mr. Peter Svaetichin and the
Rector of the AI Academy Mr. Levan Bodzashvili
met with the City Mayor of Kutaisi in order to
discuss new innovative projects that will
significantly improve the quality of municipal
services.
The project covers both curricula and the use of
artificial intelligence and new technologies in the
introduction of municipal services. The project will contribute to the introduction of
innovations in Kutaisi and the development of both cultural, traditional and modern
innovations in the city. A memorandum of understanding will be signed between the 
parties soon.

The Minister of Agriculture of Adjara, Giorgi
Surmanidze, met with the European Business
Association CEO, David Lee. Ucha Surmanidze,
Head of the Policy and Analysis Department also
attended the meeting.



Meeting with Sakpatenti 

Meeting with the Head 
of the Insurance State Supervision Service
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CARL HARTZELL: 

The Prospects for cooperation were discussed at the meeting and Issues of support of 
agro-companies operating in Adjara were also raised by the Association. The parties expressed a readi
ness to implement joint projects in the future.

In this context, Georgia's branding is important as are suitable platforms for co-operation. EBA 
explained the concept of the European Business Platform that is currently being developed and 
the need for it to operate in Adjara.
   

Sakpatenti Chairman Mindia Davitadze met with David Lawrence Lee, CEO of the 
European Business Association Georgia, at Sakpatenti Headquarters, where they
discussed plans and prospects for future cooperation.

The meeting highlighted the issue of developing joint projects to raise awareness of 
intellectual property in Georgia and the professional development of Sakpatenti sta�.
The European Business Association (EBA) in Georgia main focus is to promote European 
business in Georgia, as well as trade and investment between Georgia and Europe.

Another issue to be advocated based on EBA
members’ needs and expectations is obligatory
Third Party Vehicle Insurance.



OTHER ACTIVITIES OF THE ASSOCIATION
The EBA joined the Supervisory Board of the Skills Agency of Georgia

“Upcoming Novelties and Innovations in the Area of Public Procurement”
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The EU Project Manager of the EBA, Nino Ushikishvili met with the Head of the Insurance
State Supervision Service of David Onoprishvili.
The meeting addressed current issues and challenges raised by European Business
Association members from the insurance sector and future plans and cooperation
opportunities.

The EBA has become Supervisory Board
member of the Skills Agency of the
Ministry of Education, Science, Culture
and Sport of Georgia, which is in charge
of strategy and reform coordination in
the Georgian vocational education and
training sector.
The Vocational Skills Agency was
jointly established by the Ministry of
Education and Science of Georgia and
the Chamber of Commerce and Industry and will facilitate the introduction of vocational
programs in the labour market, support innovative training, improve competition and provide
better employment opportunities. The agency lays a solid foundation for public-private
partnerships and human capital development in the country.
Mariam Tsiskadze, Projects Coordinator at the EBA will represent the association on board
meeting and series of discussions.

EBA attended the event on “Upcoming Novelties and Innovations in the Area of Public Pro-
curement” organised under the auspices of the EU Twinning Project for “Strengthening 
Public Procurement Practices in Georgia”.

EBA actively advocated for the adoption of a changes in the law to allow innovative and 
green materials in Government tenders for building and road tenders.
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USAID Industry-Led Skills Development Program

Compact HQ, Making Global Goals Local Business
 – Georgia flagship

The CEO of the EBA David Lee attended the
launching event of the new USAID Industry-
Led Skills Development Program.
The Industry-Led Skills Development
Program is $24 million project and aims to
reduce unemployment and support sustainable
economic growth by building a pipeline
between skills training and high-value
employment opportunities.
 

The EBA attended the United Nations Global
Compact HQ event Making Global Goals Local
Business – Georgia flagship event on March 25-26.
With its regional focus, MGGLB – Georgia will
bring together high-level executives from
Government, local and global leaders from
business, and international organizations.
Participating countries include Georgia, Ukraine, Poland, Belarus and Turkey.
The theme of MGGLB – Georgia is: Future is Green and Inclusive. Topics such as promoting
green economy and achieving inclusive economic growth in the region, green innovations,
sustainable finance, partnerships around Agenda 2030 – will be discussed at the event.
All EBA members, through the EBA ethics policy, support the development of the Green
Economy on Georgia. 

 



Business Plan and Investors’ pitch, financial literacy 
and basics of taxation for start-ups

Georgia-Ireland Business Council 

Meeting and signing the MoU with 
the Panhellenic Exporters Association 
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The Minister of Agriculture of Adjara, Giorgi
Surmanidze, met with the European Business
Association CEO, David Lee. Ucha Surmanidze,
Head of the Policy and Analysis Department also
attended the meeting.

EBA Main Board Director Je�ery Kent, Honorary 
Consul of Ireland to Georgia and main Board 
Director of EBA and David Lee CEO of EBA are 
attending the first Georgia-Ireland Business 
Council and have invited them to attend the 
European Economic Cooperation Platform 
being planned.

The EBA together with its member Deloitte organized 
online training - Business Plan and Investors’ pitch, 
financial literacy and basics of taxation for start-ups. 
The session was very helpful especially for those in 
the beginning of their business career. 
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The EBA Became member of the CEA-PME

The EBA joined the European Entrepreneurs
CEA-PME, which is the largest confederation
of voluntarily associated small and medium-
sized enterprises in Europe (SMEs).

CEA-PME is a Brussels-based business
federation, which currently counts 24 European
associations among its members, with more
than 2.1 million enterprises, employing over 16
million people. It maintains relationships with 11 partner 
associations in Europe, the
Americas, Africa, Asia, Australia and New Zealand. They 
represent the interests of members
towards the institutions of the European Union and 
o�ers services in the field of public
procurement and public relations. Projects Coordinator 
of the EBA, Ms. Mariam Tsiskadze
attended CEA-PME General Assembly and introduced the 
association to the delegates.

Report Ends,
Authorized by John Braeckeveldt, Chair



This report has been produced with the assistance of the European Union. Its contents are 
the sole responsibility of the European Business Association and do not necessarily reflect 
the views of the European Union. 

ეს რეპორტი შექმნილია ევროკავშირის მხარდაჭერით. მის შინაარსზე სრულად 
პასუხისმგებელია ევროპული ბიზნეს ასოციაცია და შესაძლოა რომ, იგი არ 
გამოხატავდეს ევროკავშირის შეხედულებებს.
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